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Lot 330 : INVADER, Vienna, carreaux de céramique sur deux panneaux 
assemblés, adjugé 356 200 € / 398 944 $ frais inclus 
(estimation : 250 000 – 350 000 €) 
RECORD DU MONDE POUR UNE ŒUVRE DE L’ARTISTE VENDUE AUX ENCHÈRES

Urban art took centre stage at Artcurial on 
Sunday 5 May. The monumental 2008 
ceramic Vienna set a new world record for 
a piece by Invader sold at auction in a room 
filled to capacity, selling for €356,200 to an 
international collector. During the auction, 6 
lots exceeded €100,000, 6 new world records 
were set and €160,000 was raised towards the 
fight against paediatric cancer with the sale of a 
Porsche painted by Speedy Graphito.  
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« With 6 new world records, including one for Invader and an 
exceptional private collection encompassing all urban culture 
from the turn of the noughties, Artcurial achieves the most 
remarkable urban art auction of its history. 
For more than a decade, we have been delighted to promote 
urban art on the international scene and to accompany several 
generations of collectors. »

Arnaud Oliveux, Expert 
Urban Art, Artcurial 

PARIS - Artcurial’s much anticipated Urban Art auction was held in front of a packed 
room on Sunday 5 May. Led by Arnaud Oliveux, the auction was divided in two 
chapters totalling €3,623,062 / $4,057,829, well above its estimate and with 80% of 
lots sold, including 6 exceeding the €100,000 mark. This is the most remarkable 
auction ever hosted by Artcurial in this specialty. 1/3 of the lots were awarded 
prices above their estimate. The day was also marked by 6 new world records (LEE 
QUINONES, A-ONE, JOSE SPOKE, INVADER, VHILS, HOPARE).

French artist Invader was without a doubt the star of this auction. His pieces were 
snapped up while numerous heated battles unfolded between bidders over the phone, 
on the Internet and in the room. The 4 Invader books offered were quickly acquired 
by eager bidders, such as Paris (lot 325) tripling its estimate to €72,800 / $81,536. 
Yet a historical piece, a 2008 monumental ceramic entitled Vienna, (lot 330), drew the 
highest bids of the auction, awarded €356,200 € / $398,944 and setting a new world 
record for a work by the artist sold at auction. It was acquired by a foreign collector.

Early on in the auction, historical figures of popular New York graffiti were met with 
tremendous acclaim: an early 1980’s Jean-Michel Basquiat drawing (lot 300) was 
awarded €67,600/ $75,712 (estimate: €20,000 - 30,000), And When The Bell Tolls
Sirpiereule Strikes, 1982 (lot 306), by RAMMELLZEE, achieved €104,000 / $116,480, 
and a 1988 Keith Haring sold for €110,500 / $123,760 (estimate: €30,000 - 40,000).

The emerging urban scene was represented by Portuguese artist VHILS. Marked by 
the early politico-utopian frescoes of the latter part of the 1970’s and the advertising 
posters plastered on the walls of Lisbon, the Portuguese street artist made of them 
his calling card. He strips matter to reveal faces.

His Decrease 02, 2014 (lot 333), doubled its estimate, reaching €52,000 / $58,240. 
This is the new world record for a piece by the artist sold at auction. Another record, 
€52,000 / $58,340, for HOPARE, an increasingly sought-after young artist for Fragile, 
a monumental piece from 2018.

Another important point of the auction was the €160,000 awarded for a Porsche 911 
GT3 Sport Club painted by Speedy Graphito, benefiting the association «Guérir le 
cancer de l’enfant au 21e siècle», under the aegis of the Fondation Gustave Roussy.

Earlier in the afternoon, Artcurial dispersed the Don’t Believe the Hype collection. 
It reached €369,525 / $413,868, with 85% of lots sold. This segment paid tribute to 
street culture including, for example a set of MEDICOM figurines

Lot 341 : KAWS, 4 Foot Dissected Compannion (Black), 2009
sold for €106 600 / $119 392 including fees
(estimate : €40 000 – 60 000) 
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Urban Art including the Don’t believe the hype collection
Total of the sale          €3 623 062 / $4 057 829
80 % of lots sold            €1 = $1,12             estimate : €2 304 350 

LOT DESCRIPTION PRICE
(estimate in euros) BUYER

330
INVADER, Vienna, 2008
Ceramic tiles on two assembled panels
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction

€356 200 / $398 944
(est : 250 000 - 350 000)

International col-
lector

324

SPEEDY GRAPHITO X PORSCHE 911 GT3 Club Sport 
Sold in benefit of the association
«Guérir le cancer de l’enfant au 21e siècle»

€160 000 / $168 000
(start price : 50 000)

European collec-
tor

340
KAWS, Blame game, 2014
Complete Set of 10 colour serigraphs on Saunders 
Waterford High White paper

€120 000 / $134 400
(est : 80 000 - 120 000)

American collec-
tor

307 Keith HARING, Untitled, 1988, gouache on paper €110 500 / $123 760
(est : 30 000 - 40 000)

Middle Eastern 
collector

341 KAWS, 4 Foot Dissected Companion (Black), 2009
Painted vinyl

€106 600 / $119 392
(est : 40 000 - 60 000)

American collec-
tor

RECORDS

Lot 308 : LEE QUINONES, My heart at 19, 1983, sold for €23 400 / $26 208 including fees
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction

Lot 310 : A-ONE, Sans titre, circa 1990, sold for €40 300 / $45 136 including fees
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction

Lot 318 : JOSE PARLA, Tour in Shangri-La province, 2007, sold for €80 600 / $90 272 including fees
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction

Lot 330 : INVADER, Vienna, 2008, sold for €356 200 / $398 944 including fees
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction

Lot 333 : VHILS, Decrease 02, 2014, sold for €52 000 / $58 240 including fees
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction

Lot 339 : HOPARE, Fragile, 2018, sold for €52 000 / $58 240 including fees
World record for a piece by the artist sold at auction
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HD visuals available on request - Prices shown including fees
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ABOUT RTCURIAL 
Paris-based multidisciplinary auction house Artcurial, founded in 2002, strengthened its 
position as leader on the international art market in 2018. With 2 sales venues located in 
Paris and Monaco, the House totalled 195.3 million euros revenue in 2018.
It covers the whole spectrum of major specialties: Beaux-Arts to decorative arts, 
collector automobiles, jewellery, collector timepieces, fine wines and spirits…
Resolutely turned toward the international market, Artcurial asserts its network abroad 
with representation offices in Brussels, Milan, Monte-Carlo, Munich and Vienna as well 
as a presence in Beijing and Tel Aviv, and biannual exhibitions in New York. In October 
2015, Artcurial organised its first sale in Hong Kong and in Morocco.

www.artcurial.com
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UPCOMING EVENTS AT RTCURIAL 
3 & 4 June 2019: Impressionist and Modern Art
  Post-War and Contemporary Art auctions

19 July 2019 : Monaco Sculptures auction                                                                


